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One can imagine a silicon-diode-array target to be an array of deep wells with sloping sides. Under dark conditions, signal charge resides deep in the well, with minimum spreading. As background charge fills the well, signal charge is stored at higher and higher levels in the well with increased spreading at successively higher levels. Eventually, just before "hard" saturation (i.e., completely filled well), signal charge readily leaks to adjacent wells, until finally, all information * is lost. This gradual, continual spread of signal charge as the background level is increased is a manifestation of pointsignal blooming in silicon-diode-arrays; and, it is experimentally observable. Whether the blooming effect is pronounced or not over a given range of background brightness depends upon the saturation characteristics of the array and its temperature.
A laboratory experiment performed at room temperature on an ebsicon-type camera tube allowed the amplitude effect of point source blooming, as a function of uniform background illumination, to be measured from dark-background conditions to approximately 130 times the first measurable (arbitrary) indication of the background illumination.
A fixed, white, point-source optical signal (30 microns in diameter on the faceplate of the ebsicon tube), produced a video signal, V , of 2 00 mV on an A-scope under dark-background conditions. The pedestal, dark, was 2 5mV. As the background *This description is equally valid for the situation in which a single resolution element includes more than one well. visually detectable signals on a video monitor. For the sake of simplicity in the present memorandum, the assumption will be made that the video signal-to-noise ratio,
where SNR y is measured on an A-scope by the WM-method , and 2 N is the mean-square total instrument noise in an image cell referred to the first photo-surface. All unspecified system effects will be assumed to be contained in L, a constant.
If we seek to find the value of S required to maintain Finally, experiments have demonstrated that even for moderate background levels, the simple scaling of signal-tonoise ratios over several visual magnitudes to obtain equivalent point-source brightnesses is not an accurate procedure to follow in the presence of charge spreading on the target of the camera tube. That is, in scaling between a faint point signal and a strong point signal, the A-scope-measured amplitudes will be affected in differing amounts, depending upon the background levels, by saturation effects.
If electron-bombarded, silicon-diode array camera tubes are to be used to detect point-source signals in the presence of background illumination, it would seem advisable to measure f (S, B) for each tube over the expected temperature range of operation in order to specify with accuracy the detection capability of each sensor in its operational environment. A laboratory experiment is described in which the amplitude effect of point-source blooming in an ebsicon-type (i.e., intensified silicon-diode array) camera tube is demonstrated as a function of uniform background level. At very low background levels, the signal required for constant video signal-to-noise ratio, as measured on an A-scope, is approximately constant; at intermediate levels, it varies approximately as the one-half power of the background level; and, at high background levels, the power law exceeds unity. An amplitude-degradation function, f, obtained from the measurements, is presented. The importance of the f-function in point-source measurements using an A-scope is discussed.
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